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Advances in SEM and Microanalysis  
JEOL’s Ultrahigh Resolution Analytical FE SEM and Soft X-ray WDS 
 
JEOL is pleased to introduce you to the latest advances in SEM and microanalysis that push the boundaries beyond 
what was considered impossible only a few short years ago. New microscope technology combined with new 
spectrometers has not only improved imaging resolution but has improved spatial and spectral resolution for X-ray 
microanalysis. The introduction of a novel new type of WDS  spectrometer allows not only high spatial resolution 
chemical analysis but includes the ability to do chemical state analysis which was once only in the realm of 
scanning Auger or XPS. 
 
Ultrahigh Resolution Analytical FE SEMs: 
JSM-7800F and JSM-7800F Prime 

JEOL’s latest ultrahigh resolution analytical FE SEM, the 
JSM-7800F and JSM-7800F Prime, is the combination of 
many new innovations in its design that allow ultrahigh 
resolution at ultra-low kV imaging without compromising 
any analytical performance.  

The patented in-the-lens field emission gun provides very 
high beam current required for many analytical techniques 
such as WDS, EBSD, CL, etc. without degrading the 
ultimate imaging performance. The fully automated 
Aperture Angle Control Lens, integrated into the column, 
provides the optimum probe size and proper convergence 
angle for any imaging or analytical application and 
effectively is an aberration reduction lens.  

In the column (through the lens) detectors, with energy 
filtering, provide ultrahigh resolution, ultrahigh efficiency 
imaging with the flexibility of energy filtering for selecting 
the imaging contrast of interest. 

The new hybrid objective lens is a combination of an electrostatic field that collects the emitted electrons coupled 
with an electromagnetic field that is contained within the objective lens. This allows for acceleration and 
deceleration of the primary beam inside the OL, reducing aberrations and thus improving resolution, as well as 
being able to handle magnetic samples and perform EBSD analysis with no pattern distortion.  

A new scan generator has been designed to work in conjunction with the requirement to image almost all 
samples, even the most charge sensitive ones, without applying a conductive coating. The extremely low kV 
applied for imaging and the extremely fine features being imaged would be completely “covered” by even the 
thinnest coatings. 

Specimen biasing “Gentle Beam” (GB Mode) is a method of applying a bias to the specimen/specimen holder to 
decelerate the landing accelerating voltage to as low as 10 Volts. The advantage of decelerating the primary beam 
at the specimen is threefold: 1) It allows the beam leaving the gun to be at a higher voltage and travel at that 
higher voltage all the way down the electron column, yielding a smaller probe size and therefor better resolution. 
2) It greatly reduces charging on nonconductive samples by “pushing” electrons off the surface that would 
normally build up as charge. 3) This “push” of electrons yields more electrons in the detector collector improving 
the S/N ratio. Traditionally, this imaging tool was only for low kV and the bias voltage was limited to 2kV. The new 
"Gentle Beam" (GB) Mode can be applied at any accelerating voltage and a bias of up to 5kV can be applied 
providing superior resolution and charge reduction. 
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Ultrahigh resolution images at 0.2 kV (200V) at 200,000X and 1,000,000X showing faceting on the capping 
nanoparticle as well as growth steps at the single digit nm size range in the SnO

2
 whisker.   

 

Extremely surface sensitive, low kV, high 
beam current, fast acquisition EDS maps 
for graphene/graphite on a Ni substrate 
showing thickness variations. 
(1kV,  32nA,  10 minutes) 

 

 

 

All of the above features, when used in combination, yield an SEM with unprecedented resolution. Traditionally, 
we measured SEM resolution in nanometers (nm) and as the accelerating voltage was reduced, the resolution 
degraded significantly. We are now measuring resolution in Angstroms for both high kV and low kV with no 
degradation as the kV is lowered allowing imaging under optimum conditions. The 7800F Prime has a guaranteed 
resolution specification of 7Å (0.7nm) at 15kV and a resolution of 7Å at 1kV, all while being able to deliver 
hundreds of nanoamps for high throughput microanalysis.  

The specimen chamber of the 7800F series SEM is designed specifically for analytical microscopy with multiple 
ports that will accept EDS, WDS and EBSD simultaneously. The advent of larger solid angle silicon drift EDS 
detectors (SDDs) and the computer power to be able to simultaneously detect and process X-rays from multiple 
detectors allows the microscope user to select the proper conditions for elemental analysis even if this means 
using very low accelerating voltage and very low beam current which in the past would have yielded very poor 
results. In addition the JSM-7800F can be configured as a low vacuum SEM allowing maximum flexibility to handle 
any sample type. 
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In addition to advances in EDS detectors, JEOL has developed an unprecedented new type of wavelength 

dispersive spectrometer (WDS) that utilizes a variable grating, allowing the efficient and parallel collection of very 

low energy-rays  (so called “soft” X-rays). This new Soft X-ray Emission Spectrometer (SXES) boasts not only high 

spectral resolution (0.3eV) which allows for the Nitrogen Kα and Titanium Lℓ line to be separated, but also ultra-

low energy, low-concentration sensitivity with the capability to detect Li even at low single digit weight percent 

concentration. An additional, and maybe its strongest asset, is its ability to do chemical state analysis. The 

spectrometer detects differences between conduction band and valence band electrons when they emit X-rays 

allowing the distinction between bonding and crystal structure in samples containing the same elements. An 

example would be differentiating highly ordered pyrolytic graphite vs. diamond, both of which are made only of 

carbon. 

    
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Chemical state mapping of Aluminum in  
Al matrix (Top) vs. AlB2 inclusions (Bottom) with only a 

1eV energy shift in peak position. 
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The SXES soft X-ray WDS Spectrometer 

mounted on a JEOL JXA-8230 EPMA. 

 

Comparison of traditional Rowland circle WDS 
and the new JEOL SXES Spectrometer. 

 


